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Q1 Is the Assault Survivor Kit program meeting identified community
needs (i.e. providing post trauma to adults and children in need)?
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Q2 After your patients participation in the Assault Survivor Kit program,
please indicate the observed change as it relates to patient confidence.
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Q3 Anecdotal information is critical for our evaluation. Please give us an
example of a client that was positively impacted by this program and how
it was demonstrated by their attitudes or behaviors (no names or crime

specifics please).
Answered: 1 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I asked the patient if I could collect her clothes and she asked what she would wear when she left.
We asked her size and pulled out the bag ans showed her what we had for her. We also said she
could have a shower as well. It is the expression on their face surprise and a smile "you would give
this to me?" She also allowed us to collect her clothes for evidence. One patient stated none of the
sizes would fit. She really wanted that shower and fresh clothes. I told her to give it a try. They fit
perfectly. She gave a laugh and then a high five. The clothes fit perfectly. Our patients love the
bags of clothes. It has also taken a great worry off of the team looking for underwear in particularly
the bras. Our team is so grateful for what you have given us to provide the patient with needs to
help them gain back their dignity. This is one very important factor that we need to give back to our
patients. THANK-YOU
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